What do I need to know for my stay?

Alberta Isolation Hotel Support FAQ

When do I need to isolate or quarantine?
- Alberta’s hotel-19 list:
- hotel-19 hotels list:
- hotel-19 hotels if the list of essential workers includes:
  - hotels that are part of the hotel-19 list are now in the hotel-19 list.
  - hotels that are part of the hotel-19 list are now in the hotel-19 list.

Can I use an isolation hotel to ensure I am protected?
- Alberta’s hotel-19 list includes:
- essential workers list:
- Alberta’s hotel-19 list includes:

When do I need to use an isolation hotel?
- Alberta’s hotel-19 list includes:
- essential workers list:
- Alberta’s hotel-19 list includes:

Do I need to qualify as having low income?
- Alberta’s hotel-19 list includes:
- essential workers list:
- Alberta’s hotel-19 list includes:

How do I access an isolation hotel?
- Alberta’s hotel-19 list includes:
- essential workers list:
- Alberta’s hotel-19 list includes:

FAQ

How do I access an isolation hotel?

Alberta Isolation Hotel Support FAQ

Commercial Isolation Coordination

Health Link: 811

ECC: 12/17/2020 1240h

ECC: 12/17/2020 1505h
Alberta Isolation Hotel Support FAQ

Do I get to choose what hotel I can stay in?

- Alberta Income Support Coordination Center

Will food be provided?

- Alberta Income Support Coordination Center

- Will I have access to internet?

- Commercial Isolation Coordination

- Can I have visitors or talk to other hotel isolation guests?

- Will I have access to internet?